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Error Analysis of a Serial–Parallel Type Machine Tool
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In order to evaluate the accuracy of a serial–parallel type
machine tool, an error analysis is presented. Two different
methods are adopted to derive the error model, namely the
linkage kinematic analysis and the differential vector method,
by which the effects of strut manufacturing tolerance and
actuating error on the tool position and pose are investigated.
The computational results show the influences of the actuating
error and the strut length error on the machine tool inaccur-
acies.
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1. Introduction

To obtain higher accuracy and greater dexterity, machine tool
manufacturers are developing parallel structures for the next
generation of machine tools. It is always a goal to pursue an
interesting development in the machine tool industry that holds
great promise for improving accuracy. Based on a three-
degrees-of-freedom parallel shaft platform, a new five-degrees-
of-freedom CNC machining structure has been developed. It
is believed that a machine tool of a parallel structure will be
enhanced in rigidity compared to a conventional multi-axis
structure, as discussed by Lee et al. [1], and Lebret et al. [2].

Many publications dealing with the kinematics of Steward
platform-based manipulators have appeared in recent years,
such as [3–5]. Most of these papers have focused on discussing
both analytical and numerical methods to solve the forward
kinematics of pure-parallel mechanisms, as discussed in [6–8].
Several papers discussed the accuracy analysis of a parallel
manipulator. Wang and Masory [9] investigated how manufac-
turing errors affect the accuracy of a Steward platform. Rop-
ponen and Arai [10] and Patel and Ehmann [11] presented an
error model based on the differential leg length of a Steward
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platform. However, very few publications have dealt with the
verification of error modelling methods for parallel machine
tool structures.

The machine tool studied is called a serial–parallel machine
tool. It consists of serial units (X–Y table, column and slider)
and a parallel shaft platform. In this study, the error model
was derived using two methods, namely linkage kinematic
error analysis and the differential vector method. The agreement
of final forms is verified. Computational examples indicate
some major factors contributing to inaccuracies.

2. Machine Tool Configuration

The structure of the serial–parallel machine tool is shown in
Fig. 1. It consists of a three-degrees-of-freedom parallel shaft
platform including two angular orientations in pitch (about the
y-axis) and yaw (about the x-axis) and one linear motion in
the vertical direction, and a conventional two-degrees-of-

Fig. 1. Machine tool structure.
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freedom X–Y table which carries the workpiece and provides
motions in two horizontal directions. It is noted here that the
rotational motion, either pitch or yaw, is not a pure rotation, but
is accompanied by translation with components perpendicular to
the named linear degree of freedom. The spindle is assembled
in the platform, which is connected to three constant length
struts by means of ball joints (or U-joints) which are equally
spaced at 120°. The other end of each strut is connected to a
slider with a rotational joint. Each slider moves up and down
along the corresponding columns (vertical slideway) which are
also spaced at 120° from one another. The X–Y motion is
implemented using a standard X–Y table and a servo feed
device.

3. Nominal Kinematics

To synthesise the kinematics of the machine tool, three relative
coordinate frames are shown in Fig. 2. A static Cartesian
coordinate frame XYZ is fixed at the base of the machine tool
with the Z-axis pointing in the vertical direction, the X-axis
points toward A1, and the Y-axis points along the A2A3 line.
The movable Cartesian coordinate frame, X�Y�Z�, is fixed at
the centre of the X–Y table with the same axes directions as
the XYZ coordinate frame. The third coordinate frame xyz is
assigned to the tool tip, with the z-axis coinciding with the
shaft axis. The ball joint b1 is located in plane xOTz .

Coordinate frame xyz, with respect to the coordinate frame
XYZ, can be described by a homogeneous transformation matrix
[T] which represents the shaft platform spatial location.

[T] � �
k1 m1 n1 xT

k2 m2 n2 yT

k3 m3 n3 zT

0 0 0 1
�

� �
cos�cos� �cos�sin� sin� xT

sin�sin�cos� � cos�sin� �sin�sin�sin� � cos�cos� �sin�cos� yT

�cos�sin�cos� � sin�sin� cos�sin�sin� � sin�cos� cos�cos� zT

0 0 0 1
� (1)

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the serial–parallel structure.

where [xT yT zT]T is the position vector of the origin of the
frame xyz, and the orientation unit vectors k � [k1 k2 k3]T, m
� [m1 m2 m3]T, and n � [n1 n2 n3]T are directional cosines
of the x-, y- and z-axes with respect to the coordinate frame
XYZ. �, �, and � are the Euler angles which specify three
successive angular motions of the spindle platform with respect
to the X-, Y-, and Z-axes.

Therefore, the Cartesian position of the ball joints bi with
respect to the coordinate frame XYZ can be expressed as

� bi

1
�

o

� o
op

[T] · oPoT
[T] · � bi

1
�

oT

� [T] · � bi

1
�

oT

(i � 1, 2, 3) (2)

From Fig. 2, bi in the (x, y, z)T coordinate system can be
expressed in the following vector forms:

b1 � [r 0 h]T

b2 � � �
r
2

�3

2
r h �T

b3 � � �
r
2

�
�3

2
r h �T

Substituting these vector forms into Eq. (2) yields

� b1

1
�

o

� [T] · � b1

1
�

oT

� �
X1

Y1

Z1

1
� � �

rk1 � hn1 � xT

rk2 � hn2 � yT

rk3 � hn3 � zT

1
�

� b2

1
�

o

� [T] · � b2

1
�

oT

� �
X2

Y2

Z2

1
� � �

�
r
2
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�3r
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m1 � hn1 � xT

�
r
2

k2 �
�3r

2
m2 � hn2 � yT

�
r
2

k3 �
�3r

2
m3 � hn3 � zT

1

�
� b3

1
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� [T] · � b3

1
�

oT

� �
X3

Y3
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1
� � �

�
r
2

k1 �
�3r

2
m1 � hn1 � xT

�
r
2

k2 �
�3r

2
m2 � hn2 � yT

�
r
2

k3 �
�3r

2
m3 � hn3 � zT

1

� (3)

As the struts are constrained by the rotational joints (R1, R2,
R3), each strut can move only in its respective plane: Y1 � 0,
Y2 � � �3 (X2 � R/2), and Y3 � �3 (X3 � R/2). Substituting
these three boundary conditions into Eq. (3) the following
equations can be derived:

� � � arctan � sin � sin �

cos � � cos � �
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and

xT �
r
2

(k1 � m2) � hn1 �
R
2

�
r
2

(cos � cos � � sin �

sin � sin � � cos � cos �) � h sin � �
R
2

yT � � (rk2 � hn2) � h sin � cos � (4)

� r sin � sin � cos � � r cos � sin �

where R and r are the radii of circles passing through joints
Ri and bi (i � 1, 2, 3), respectively; h is the distance from
the tool tip oT to the centre of platform.

Equation (3) indicates that � is dependent on the angles �
and �. Equation (4) indicates that xT and yT are both functions
of directional cosines. In other words, xT and yT are dependent
only on the shaft platform pose.

From Eqs (3) and (4), if �, �, and zT are given, the
transformation matrix [T] is determined. The spatial position
of each ball joint with respect to XYZ can be calculated using
Eq. (2). As the strut length is constant, the position component
of each slider in the Z-axis can be calculated according to
inverse kinematics as

Hi � RiZ � �(l2
i � (RiX � biX)2 � (RiY � biY)2) (5)

� biZ (i � 1, 2, 3)

where Hi is the height of joint Ri in the Z-axis; li is the
strut length.

4. Volumetric Error Analysis

Owing to the inherent machine errors, the tool will inevitably
deviate from its nominal position. Some likely error sources
that can cause machine tool inaccuracy include: errors in
manufacturing and assembly; kinematic errors in the mech-
anism; control system errors; elastic deformation; and thermal
deformation.

To assess the machine tool volumetric accuracy, it is neces-
sary to model the position and orientation error equations for
the shaft platform. Two methods for error modelling are pro-
posed to verify the displacement and orientation errors as
described below.

4.1. Error Modelling Using Linkage Kinematic
Analysis

Many factors can be attributed to shaft platform errors. If the
position and pose errors of the tool tip are caused only by
linear servo feed device and strut length errors, the derivation
steps for the error model using linkage kinematics are as fol-
lows.

The tool tip (origin of the platform coordinate frame xyz)
position error vector e and platform orientation error vector �
with respect to frame XYZ can be defined as

e � [ex ey ez]T

� � [�x �y �z]T
(6)

Fig. 3. Diagram of the joint position error vectors.

The position error vector ei of ball joint bi can be obtained by

ei � e � � 	 ri (7)

where ri denotes the vector from the tool tip to each ball joint
with respect to the frame XYZ.

The rigid strut is assumed to be in a kinematic state. The
projection of ei to li is equal to the projection of 
Ri to li,
plus the strut length error 
li (see Fig. 3). That is to say, the
position errors of the ball joints are caused by the position
errors of rotation joints and the strut length error.

ei · li � 
Ri · li � 
li (i � 1, 2, 3) (8)

where,

li �
1
li

(Ri � bi) is a directional unit vector for each strut


Ri is the rotation joint position error vector with respect
to the frame XYZ

li is the strut length error

Inserting Eq. (7) into Eq. (8) yields

li · e � (ri 	 li) ·� � li · 
Ri � 
li (i � 1, 2, 3) (9)

Presenting Eq. (9) in matrix form gives:

[l] e � [lo] � � [l�] 
R � 
l (10)

where,

[l] � [lT1 lT2 lT
3]T � � l1x l1y l1z

l2x l2y l2z

l3x l3y l3z
� � R3	3

[l0] � � r1 	 l1)T

(r2 	 12)T

(r3 	 l3)T � � � r1 	 l1)x (r1 	 l1)y (r1 	 l1)z

(r2 	 l2)x (r2 	 l2)y (r2 	 l2)z

(r3 	 l3)x (r3 	 l3)y (r3 	 l3)z
� � R3	3

[l�] � � lT
1 � 0 0 0

M lT2 M

0 0 0 � lT3 � � R3	9
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R � [
R1 
R2 
R3]T � R9	1


l � [
l1 
l2 
l3]T � R3	1

4.2 Constraint Equations

Equation (10) involves only three simultaneous equations, but
there are six elements in total in e and �. The constraint
equations must be derived in order to compute all of the
error elements.

Since the strut rotates around the R-joint rotation axis, the
directional vector of each strut is orthogonal to the axis of the
corresponding rotation joint. If ui represents the directional
unit vector of the joint rotation axis (see Fig. 2), according to
Eq. (7) the projection of the ball joint position error onto ui

is then

ui ·e � (ri 	 ui) · � � 0 (i � 1, 2, 3)

Expressed in matrix form this yields

[u] e � [uo] � � 0 (11)

where,

[u] � [uT
1 uT

2 uT
3]T � �

0 1 0

�
�3

2
�

1
2

0

�3

2
�

1
2

0 � � R3	3

[u0] � [(r1 	 u1)T (r2 	 u2)T (r3 	 u3)T]T � R3	3

Combining Eqs (10) and (11) yields

[J] [�] � [M] [
A] (12)

where,

[J] � �
[l] M [l0]

� � �

[u] M [u0]
� � R6	6

[�] � � e

�
� � [ex ey ez �x �y �z]T � R6	1

[M] � �
lT
1 1 � � � 0

M M lT
2 1 M

M M lT3 1

M M M

M M M

0 0 0 0 � � � 0

� � R6	12

[
A] � [
R1 
l1 
R2 
l2 
R3 
l3]T � R12	1

Equation (12) can be expressed in another form as

[�] � [J]�1 [M] [
A] (13)

where [J]�1 is defined as the inverse of the Jacobian, also
called the error transmission matrix.

4.3 Error Modelling Using the Differential Vector
Method

It is worth looking at how all the factors affect the machine
tool accuracy. In other words, it is necessary to determine the
relationship between the error sources and tool tip volumetric
errors and platform pose. The differential vector error model
can be derived directly from the kinematic vector loop.

The serial–parallel structure with the configuration shown in
Fig. 1 consists of three parallel structural loops. Each loop can
be identified from the tool tip via the X–Y table, column,
slider, strut, shaft platform, and back to the tool tip. In each
loop, only the errors that act on the cutting tool and workpiece
are of importance. A closed vector chain can be drawn, as
shown in Fig. 4, and the relations between all vectors are
presented in the following equation.

Ci � Ri � Li � OP � OT � qi (i � 1, 2, 3) (14)

where,

Ci is the position vector of the ith slider with respect to the
origin O

Ri is the vector from the centre of the ith slider to the joint Ri

Li is the vector from the rotation joint Ri to the ball joint bi

OP is the position vector of X–Y table

OT is the vector from the tool tip to the center of X–Y table

Fig. 4. Vector chain to illustrate relative position.
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qi is the vector from the tool tip to the ith ball joint

Note that the vectors are all with respect to the coordinate
frame XYZ. Therefore, Eq. (14) can also be expressed as

Ci � Ri � lili � OP � OT � o
oT

[T]oTri (15)
(i � 1, 2, 3)

where a vector referenced to the coordinate frame {oT} is
denoted by oTri, and the transformation matrix of the frame
{oT} with respect to {o} is indicated by o

oT
[T].

Differentiating Eq. (15) yields


Ci � 
Ri � 
lili � li
li

� 
OP � 
OT � o
oT


[T] oTri � o
oT

[T] oT 
ri (16)

where 
OT � e � [ex ey ez]T, and the rotation error matrix is

o
oT


[T] � �
0 � �z �y

�z 0 ��x

��y �x 0

� o
oT

[T]

Thus,

o
oT


[T] oTri � � 	 ri, � � [�x �y �z]T

Since li is a directional unit vector, so that from vector
operation lTi ·li � 1 and lTi ·
li � 0. Multiplying Eq. (16) by lT

i

yields

lTi · e � (ri 	 li)T · � � (lTi 
Ri � 
li)

� (lTi 
Ci � lT
i

o
oT

[T] oT
ri � lT
i 
OP) (i � 1, 2, 3) (17)

Applying the same constraint equations, as given by Eq. (11),
to Eq. (17) and rearranging into the matrix form yields

[J] [�] � [M] [
A] � [N] [
B] (18)

where,

[J] � �
lT
1 (r1 	 l1)T

lT
2 (r2 	 l2)T

lT
3 (r3 	 l3)T

uT
1 (r 1 	 u1)T

uT
2 (r2 	 u2)T

uT
3 (r3 	 u3)T

� � R6	6

[�] � � e

�
� � [ex ey ez �x �y �z]T � R6	1

[M] � �
lT
1 1 � � � 0

M M lT
2 1 M

M M lT3 1

M M M

M M M

0 0 0 0 � � � 0

� � R6	12

[
A] � [
R1 
l1 
R2 
l2 
R3 
l3]T � R12	1

[N] � �
lT1 �lT1 o

o
P
[T] �lT

1 � � � � � 0

M M M lT2 �lT
2

o
o

P
[T] �lT2 M

M M M lT3 �lT3 o
o

P
[T] �lT

3

M M M M

M M M M

0 0 0 � � � � � 0

� � R6	27

[
B] � [
C1
oT
r1 
OP � � 
C3

oT
r3 
O3]T � R27	1

Alternatively, Eq. (18) can be presented in the following form

[�] � [J]�1 [M] [
A] � [J]�1 [N] [
B] (19)

The error sources considered in this model are combined in
the matrices [M] and [N], including manufacturing error,
assembly error, and actuating error etc.

4.4 Comparisons

It is apparent that if error items 
Cl, oT
ri, and 
OP are ignored,
namely the matrix [
B] � 0, Eq. (19) will be in the same
form as Eq. (13). The difference in the error models derived
using the two different approaches depends only on the error
factors to be considered. The consistency of the error model
used to analyse this machine tool accuracy has, therefore,
been verified.

5. Simulation Examples

In order to study the tool tip position errors and the platform
orientation errors, a simulation example was performed using
the following nominal parameters:

Ṙ � 400 mm

r � 200 mm

h � 300 mm

l1 � l2 � l3 � 1000 mm

Assuming that a certain error occurred in the strut length

li and the platform rotation angles � and � referenced to the
coordinate frame XYZ of: �
li� � 0.06 mm (around accuracy
grade IT6), � � 15°, � � 10°, and zT � 300 mm, the error
transformation matrix [J]�1, matrix [M] and [N] can then be
constructed using Eqs (1) to (4).

The position and orientation errors were computed using the
different magnitude of 	
Ri	, while the platform pose was kept
unchanged. The resultant tool tip position errors and platform
orientation errors are given, respectively, in Figs 5(a) and 5(b),
in which 
Ri (i � 1, 2, 3) has the same norm to affect the
shaft platform. Figure 6 shows the error graphs in which only

R1 is effective. Similarly, the error diagrams can also be
computed with either 
R2 or 
R3 considered individually.

From Fig. 5, it can be seen that the tool tip vertical
positioning error ez is influenced significantly when all sliding
errors are of the same amount. In such a condition, horizontal
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Fig. 5. Tool tip (a) position error and (b) pose error. (	
R1� �
�
R2	 � 	
R3	 � 
R, � � 15°, � � 10°).

position errors ex and ey, and all orientation errors �x, �y, and
�z are less significant because of the geometric symmetry. It
can also be found that if only one sliding error is effective,
corresponding position errors and rotation errors will be caused,
as shown in Fig. 6.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents the volumetric error analysis for a serial–
parallel type machine tool. The error model is derived using
two methods. One method uses the accumulated linkage kinem-
atic errors and the other uses the differentiation of the closed
vector loop. It has been proved that both methods are consistent
in the final form. The error model will be used for analysing
the influences of other error sources on the machine tool
inaccuracies. From the computational examples, the sliding
errors and the relative strut length errors are important factors
affecting the machine tool accuracy.
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